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1. Introduction

The SLAC Linear Accelerator
19th, 1992.

(SLC) began running with a. polarized electron

-

beam on April

By May 2nd, the first 2 bosons produced

.-

collisions between the polarized electron beam and the unpola.rized positron
had been collected by the SLD detector.

through
beam

Since then, the SLD ha.s collected over

11,000 2 events with polarized beam. With an average electron beam polarization
of about

22%, the first

measurement

(ALR) has been performed.

of the left-right

cross section a.symmetry

We report here on some aspects of polarized electron

beam running at the SLC and present our mea.surement of .~LR.
The motivation
sensitivity
fects.

for pursuing

to the electroweak

Details

mixing

about precision

ALR in particular,
physics motivating

the left-right

a.symmet.ry at SLC’ stems from its

angle, a.nd its insensitivity

electroweak

measurements,

to s!.st.ema.tic ef-

and the properties

of

have been described elsewhere [1,3]. \j: e comment briefly on the
its measurement.

1.1 PHYSICS MOTIVATION

FOR MEASIJRING ALR

The dynamics of the electroweak sector of the Standard Model are determined
to lowest order by three parameters:
coupling constant

the SU(2) coupling

(g’), and the vacuum expectation

The values of these parameters can be extracted
mental quantities,

value of t.he Higgs field ((4)).

from a. number of related experi-

of which we list several in Table I. With

measurements of the 2 boson from LEP, the experimenta.
. .the Standard Model are taken to be: the electroma.gnetic
(cy), the fermi coupling constant

constant, (g), t,he U(1)

the high precision ma.ss
<luantit.ies det,ermining
fine structure

consta.nt

(GF), and the ma.ss of t’he Z boson (~11~).
2

Table
Quantities
Quantity

Determining

EW Parameter

Standard Model Parameters
Current Value

-

I Precision (PPM)
0.045

l/137.0359895(61)

Q

1.16639(2) x 10m5GeV”

GF

--

I

MZ

91.187 f 0.007GeV

Mw

80.22 f 0.26GeV

sin2 eeff
W

0.2324 f 0.0011

Additional

Virtual

Mz,

77

measurements of EW ohservables beyond the first t.hree list.ed would

serve to overconstrain
relating

17

Mw,

the model.

and sin26$,

However, the expressions given in the table

to y, y’ and (4) are valicl onI\. to lowest. order.

electroweak corrections tha.t depend (strongly)

on the top quark ma,ss ( nzl)

and (weakly)

on the ‘Higgs boson ma.ss (mu’) must be included.

uncertainties

due to the lack of knowledge of

additional

electroweak quantities

1721

and

112H

serve to overconstrain

0111~7within

the

do the measurements of
the model, and thus test

it. When the top quark mass is well measured, the test,s will become stronger, a.nd
in fact may place an upper limit on the Higgs boson mass.
We have listed two additional
the W boson mass (Mw),

promising

measurements:

the measurement of

and a precision measurement. of t’he wea.k mixing a.ngle

(sin2 fJ$). The mixing angle sin2 0;

is defined here in terms of the vector (of) and

axial vector (ar) couplings of the Z to fermion pairs via [d],

af =Tj
vf =Tj

- 2&f sin2 t3$ ’

il)

. .-

where- Tj

is the third

component

of weak isospin for fermion j’. a.nd Qf is the

charge of the fermion.
3

At the SLC we pursue a precise determination
of the left-right

asymmetry,

of sin’ 0;; via t,he mea.surement

which we now describe.

1.2 THE LEFT-RIGHT ASYMMETRY
-

The left-right

asymmetry

is defined as,

ALRE

OL - OR

where a~ and OR are the e+e- production
pole) with left-handed

and right-handed

(2)

CL +oR'

cross sections for Z bosons (at the 2

electrons, respecti\-el>.. To leading order,

the Standard Model predicts that this qua.ntity depends upon the Ivector (21,) and
axial-vector

(a,) couplings of the 2 boson to the elect,ron current.

A LR =

In practice,

we measure ALR with a. partially

(N’ - N-)/(N+

+ N-),

parallel (anti-parallel)
asymmetry

2
- 4 sin”
=
2wc
(1
0;;)
vz + a:
1 + (1 - 4 sin’S$)“

where N+(-)

(13)

pola.rized electron beam, ‘PC =

is the number of beam elect,rons with spin

to the beam direction.

In terms of the measured cross section

(Am),

where NL and NR are the number of 2 bosons produced with left and right ha.nded
beam respectively.

The error on the measurement of the wea.k mixing angle depends

on the number of 2 events and the error in the beam polarizat,ion measurement in
the following

way, where we ta.ke sin2 S$ such tha.t ALR = 0.1-l:

.i
..

4

We can use the following

argument

to motivate

1. In general, the lowest order diagrams

Eq. (4):

for e+e-

a.nnihila.tion

include

direct

photon exchange, direct 2 exchange, and a y - 2 interference term. However,
the cross section formula
-.

photon

is simple at the z pole.

At the pole the direct

exchange term is small, and the 7 - 2 interference

The only part of the cross section that is significant
2. The polarized

electron

beam will annihilate

with

term vanishes.

is the 2 exchange term.
positrons

of the correct

helicity

in order to produce the (spin 1) 2 pola.rized in t.he direction

incident

electron polarization.

3. The rate for 2 production

of the

is

Q%) w jjrg;

+ N+g;.

(6)

where N+ is the number of electrons in the beam with positive helicity
pointing

in the direction

negative -helicity.

of beam propa.gation),

giCRJ = ve f a,. is the neutral

(spin

and *Y- is the number with
current, coupling of the left

(right) handed electron eyRj and left (right) handed positron eItRj to the 2.
4. Reversing
amounts
luminosity

the beam polarization
of data are taken with

on a. random

basis ensures that. equal

both senses of pola.riza.tion,

a.nd that the

is not tied to any periodic effects in the SLC. The as!-mmetry

2 production

by the two polarization
A

states is then gi\.en 1~~:.

-N(P,=L)-N(%=R)
m -N(P,
= L) + N(P,
(N-g;
=(N-g;

=P

+ N+g$)
+ N+g;)

2we
"v,2+a;

- (N+g;

+ rg-k)

+ (N+g; + N-~;)

=Pc.ALR
-
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= R)

for

The left-right

asymmetry

is only one of several mea.surements of the neutral

current couplings to the 2 being pursued. At LEP, the forwa.rd-ba.ckwa.rd asymmetries for b-quarks,
backward
-.

muons and taus, as well as the tau polariza.tion

asymmetry

measurements

have been measured to moderate

are sensitive

as the forward-backward
the same combination
ment has properties
measurement

to the weak mixing

asymmetry
of coupling

a,nd its forward-

precision.

All of these

angle, a,nd in some cases (such

for tau polarization)

they measure exactly

constants as ALR. However. the ALR measure-

which are particularly

and deserve mention

attractive

for ma.king a high precision

[a]:

1. ALR is sensitive to the electroweak

mixing parameter:

2. All of the visible final states except electron pa.irs can be used to mea.sure
ALR;

3. ALR does not depend on the final state couplings t.o the 2:
4. ALR is independent

of detector a.cceptance;

5. ALR is independent

of final state ma.ss effects:

6. ALR is insensitive

to initial

state ra.diation and is insensit,i\-e to sma.ll changes

in &;
7. QCD corrections
8. The theoretical

vanish at the 2 pole;
uncertainty

is small.

It is dominat,ed 1)~.the uncerta.inty

the renormalization

of the electromagnetic

scale (SALR(theory)

N 0.002).

9. The left-right
radiative

asymmetry

on

coupling constant t.o the 2 mass

is sensitive to ml and ???,I$via virtual

electroweak

corrections.

The statistical

and systematic

course very important

advantages of ALR over other techniques are of

if the SLD measurement

is to compete wit’11 the LEP mea-

surements of the electroweak asymmetries. We include in the concluding section of
i .the paper a comparison of our results to those of LEP. We t.urn IION to a discussion
of polarization

at SLC and the measurement

of ALR.

2. The Polarized

SLC

The earliest references to a polarized SLC are found in a series of talks given
by Charles Prescott
-

in 1980 [lo].

Th is early influence is seen in the design of the

damping ring transfer lines, which accommodate the present spin transport

scheme,

as well as in the SLC polarized source technology, which is a. direct descendant of
.-

the polarized

source used for the El22 parity

violation

experiment

performed

at

SLAC in 1977. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the SLC showing its polarizationrelated features.

The important

source, spin rotators
from the damping
polarimeter
interaction

features of the polarized

before and after the damping

rings, the SLC North

at the end of the l&c,

SLC are the pola.rized

rings. transfer

lines to a.nd

Arc, alld two pola.rimet,ers:

a.nd the Compton

polarimeter

the Msller

near the ~+e-

point [5, 91.

2.1 THE POLARIZED ELECTRON SOURCE
Longitudinally

polarized

Source by illuminating
a laser of wavelength

electrons ‘are ‘produced

a GaAs photocathode

with circularl!-

band, with right-handed

are preferentially

in a 3:l ratio.

right-handed

circularl!.

light from

Cesium and NF3 provides a negative work function
of conduction

polarized light,

This leads to a maximum

in such cathodes of 50%. A surface treatment

for the photoemission

polarized

Electron

715 nm. In GaAs, electrons pumped from the Fs/, va.lence

band into the S1/2 conduction

cal polarization

at, the Polarized

theoret,i-

of the GaAs with

a.nd high quantum efficiencies

band electrons.

The SLC polarized source achieved remarkable success during the 1992 run. .4
fairly stable high current beam (6 x 10 lo electrons per pulse) was produced off the
surface of a bulk GaAs cathode with qua.ntum efficiencies ranging from 3-lo%., It
was assumed that with sufficient laser power high electron current’s off t,he ca.thode
surface could be obtained up to the space cha.rge limit of the gun. As it t.urns out, an
%additional charge limit comes into effect before the space charge limit. and reduces
..
the peak current that can be produced off the phot.ocathotlo [ll].
It was only

by virtue

of the very high quantum

achieved. An important
the photocathode
-.

contribution

to good gun performance

reducing the frequency of interventions

delivering

was the cooling of

to just above 0°C. This provided an increase in cathode lifetime,

to increase quantum
.-

efficiencies that a.dequate source current was

efficiency.

needed to re-treat the cathode with cesium

The polarized

source opera.ted quite efficiently,

beam to the SLC over 93% of the time.

2.2 THE SPIN ROTATION SYSTEM
Longitudinally

polarized

1.16 GeV before injection

electrons produced

at the source are accelera.ted to

into the da.mping ring: A sJ.stem of three spin rotating

solenoidal magnets, together with the fixed dipole ma.gnets in the Lina.c to damping
ring transfer lines, are used first to rotate the spin into the tra.ns\:erse plane of the
damping

ring, and then to orient the spin properly

for tra.llsport

and through the SLC arcs, so that the spin polariza.tion
: e+e- interaction

point.

The transport
transport

magnetic

so1enoida.l magnets

T-m.

of polarized beams wa.s a.ccounted for in the design of t,he beam

lines to and from the Lina,c to the da.mping ring.

ing through
component

is again longit.udina.1 at, t,he

The spin rota.tors a.re superconduct,ing

with field integrals between f6.34

down t,he linac

a transverse magnetic field, both the momentum

For electrons

mov-

\*ect.or and the spin

perpendicular

to the magnetic field rotate about an axis defined by the

field direction.

The degree of precession is rela.ted t.o the angle of bend

by:

The Linac to Ring (LTR)
damping

spin rotation

system was designed t,o operate a.t the

ring energy of 1.21 GeV. At this energy, the LTR transport

proper magnetic

line has the

bend (5 x 32.8’) to allow a full 57r/2 rot.a.tion of the component

of electron spin in the bend plane, while the Ring to Lina.c (RTL) line provides a
*,3?/2..spin rotation.
For technical reasons, the SLC damping rings were initia.lly
commissioned

at 1.15 GeV. The energy was raised slightl>., to 1.16 Ge\-, for the
8

polarized beam run. This implies a 19’ deficit in the amount of spin rota.tion t,hat,
the fixed magnets in the LTR can provide,
the damping

and thus a. 5% loss in polariza.tion

at

ring.

-

2.3 THE POLARIMETERS
.2.3.1 Linac Msller

Polarimeter

At the end of the linac an invasive measurement
possible by means of a Moller pola.rimeter

of the 1~ea.mpolarization

placed along t,he PEP extraction

Fig. 2 shows a diagram of the Lina.c Moller polarimeter.
the cross .section asymmetry
from polarized

in the scattering

The polarimeter

is
line.

exploits

of polarized 46 Ge\: beam electrons

target electrons in thin magnetized

iron foils.

From lo-15 Mc3ller

electrons are scattered from the target foil for each 3 x 1O’O electron beam pulse.
A set of PEP extraction
scatters,

line magnets is used to i~~oi~~ellt~lrn-aaal?-ze the Moller
from 14-1.5 Ge\:/ c are detected 11).a. finely

and electrons in the interval

segmented silicon strip detector.
scattering

The differentia.1 cross section for polarized Moller

is given by [3],

d+ _ da, 1 _ pbeamp~r~‘A~ (0) - Z;becfmP;Tyi.4,(0. o) .
z
-a-de
[

1

where c,, is the pola.rized cross section, 13is the cm frame scattering
unpolarized
polarizations

Moller scattering

cross section, Pieam a,nd Pt”’

of the beam and target,

angle, azLis the

are t.he longitudinal

Pieam and P:Ty’ a.re the t.ra.ns\:erse pola.r-

izations of the beam and target, and A, (6) and At (0, 4) a.re t,he longitudina.1 a,nd
transverse asymmetry

functions.

The beam polarizations

are extra.cted using the asymmet8q. formed by reversing

the sign of either the target or beam polarization
;.-

pbe’dm _
2
-

and measuring t,he counting ra.tes,

R(pzW p:am

> 0) - R( P;TgfP~pom < 0)

PtfgtAZ * R( pirgtpieam

> 0) + R(P;Tgf~P;ccflll < 0)

1

9

1

= AF;g:Ted
p;“g’.& *

(9)

For most of the Mgller polarimeter
foil was used. Inclined

running,

a thin, 5O.S /lrn (2 mils), target

at an angle of 20’ with respect to the beam, the target foil

presents an effective thickness of 152 pm (6 mils) to the electron beam. The target
foil polarization
-.
.-

measurement

dominates

The measured target foil polarization
At nominal
tudinal

beam currents,

polarizations

the Mprller polarimeter

was 7.97 f

0.26% for the 2 mil foil.

the MGller polarimeter

with a statistical

Results using the Mtiller polarimeter

systema,tic error.

was a.ble to mea.sure longi-

error of 1% in approxima,tely
will be given in the se&on

30 minutes.

on bea.m depolar-

ization.
2.3.2

Compton

Polarimeter

The Compton

polarimeter

is used for continuous mea.surement of the beam po-

larization

near the eSe- interaction

scattering

of the electron

The pola.rimet.er is based on Compton

bea.m off circularly
The outgoing

._. diagram of the polarimeter.
a 2.33 eV circularly

point.

polarized

polarized

phot.ons.

45.7 GeV electron beam collides with

photon bea.m a.t a. YE- collision

stream from the SLC eSe- interaction

Fig. 3 shows a,

point.

point 133m down-

Since the electron scattering

angles

are smaller than the angular divergence of the incident beam. the scatt’ered and unscattered beams remain unseparated
magnets of field integral

until they pass through

3.05 T-m. The scattered electrons are dispersed horizon-

tally and exit the vacuum system through a thin window.
interval
tichannel

17-30 GeV are detected and their momentum
detectors

a pair of SLC dipole

Electrons

in the energy

analyzed 1)). a pa.ir of mul-

located 3.57 m and 3.S7 m downstream

of the effective bend

center of the dipole pair.
The differential

cross section for the Compton

larized electrons and circularly

where up is the polarized

polarized

sca.ttering of longit.udina.lly

po-

photons is given 1)~.[I 21.

cross section, E, is the energ!. of the scat,tered electron,
10

OU

is the unpolarized

polarization

Compton

in the helicity

electron, and A(E,)

scattering

cross section, P, is the photon spin

basis [13], Pe is the longitudina.1 polarization

is the Compton asymmetry.

of the

The unpolarized cross section

and the asymmetry function depend upon the energies of the electron and photon
-.
.-

beams.

The largest cross section and asymmetry

occur a.t t,he kinematic

lim it

17.4 GeV, corresponding to a scattering angle of 180 degrees in the electron

Es=

rest frame.

The asymmetry

is zero at E, = 25.2 GeV and bec.omes negative for

larger energies. W e measure the counting rates in the detectors for a,nti-parallel
and parallel combinations
respectively.

of b e a m helicities,

R(PyPe > 0) and R( P-y% < 0),

It follows from Eq. (10) tl1a.t the asymmetr!; formed from t’hese rates

determines the electron b e a m polarization,

pe=l.

Py (A)

R( P-yPe > 0) - R( Py Pe < 0) = AT!~$tcm
R(PrPe > 0) + R(PyPe < 0) I
P? (A) *

where (A) is the average Compton asymmetry

(11)

for the energ!. int,er\:a.l subtended

by the detector channel used to measure the rate asymmetr!..
2.4 FIRST POLARIZED BEAM T O THE SLD:

A LESSON IN SPIN TRANSPORT

The leading electron pulse for SLC is accelera.ted in the 1ina.c t.o 46.7 GeV
before the b e a m enters the North Arc of the ma.chine. As it, tral.erses the North
Arc, the electron bunch trajectory

undergoes a total bend of 236 degrees, while

the component spin in the transverse plane precesses through approximately
complete rotations.

70

The spin vector in the 1ina.c is set with the two spin rota.ting

solenoids after the d a m p ing ring, in order to accommoda.te spin precession in the
arc, while maximizing
point.

the longitudinal

component of spin a.t the ~.+e- interaction

It was decided that for the first polarized bea.m in SLC. only. the I+TR

and RTL spin rotators wouId be used. This enabled a, somewhat simpler initial
setup of the SLC. Spin transport

studies had shown tha,t for this configuration,

the absolute value of the longitudina.1 spin vector at the interaction point would be
.m
almost at a maximum at the b e a m energy corresponding t.o the 2 peak. a.nd should
11

thus be easily observable with the Compton
measurements

of the longitudinal
interaction

near the e+ebeam polarization
-.

of polarization

As it ha.ppened, the first

of the electron

were very close to zero.

beam polarktion

A quick sca.n of the

of beam energy revealed tha.t a significa.nt degree

was in fact present (see Fig. 4).

the beam polarization
.-

component

point

as a function

polarimeter.

as a function

The longitudinal

component

of beam energy is a cosine-like

function

of
as

expected,

but the phase and period are shifted from those predict,ed by the spin

transport

simulation.

An empirical
LINAC

procedure was employed, this time using both the RTL and the

spin rotators,

interaction

point.

to maximize

The procedure

involves measuring

for each of the three orthogonal

The measured components

component

point. wit,11 the Compton

po-

can then be used to predict

the proper spin rotator

beam at the 6+(-v interaction

point

the measurc:ments gi1.e the full

available in the ma.chine.

the first test of this procedure,

to beam energy showed the polariza.tion
intended

the longit,udina.l

a.t the end of the Linac.

at a given energy, aid, when added in quadrature,

After

at, t.he cse-

spin directions

settings needed to achieve a fully longitudinal

beam polarization

spin component

near the eSe- interaction

of the beam polarization
larimeter

the longitudi!lal

a. scan of the polarizat.ion

with respect

peaking near the 2 peal< bea.m energy as

(see Fig. 4(b)).

This early running
ence on spin direction
SLC achromat

showed tha.t the SLC North
at the e+e- intera.ction

(there are 23 achromats

precession through

nal spin component
in each achromat,
this &upling

oscillation,

point.

is 1080°.

a.dvance of an

horizontal

on the relative
or longitudi-

Even though the effect is small

effect can be large.

is shown in polariza.tion

Depending

either the initial

will couple into the vertical.
the cumulative

The Matron

in an SLC arc) is 1085’, while the spin

one of these achromats

phases of spin and betatron

.4rc had an unexpect,ed influ-

A dramatic

indica.tion

of

data taken while va.rJ-ing t,he launch of the

elec’iron beam into the SLC arc. As shown in Fig. 5, small cha.nges in the la.unch
12

position

or angle cause substantial

changes in the way the spin precesses in the

North Arc, and thus, in the degree of longitudinal
interaction

point.

seen near the e+e-

Since the phenomenon was noticed, more detailed spin transport

studies have shown that betatron
cient to cause significant
.-

polariza.tion

oscillations

spin rotation

gradual and easily monitored

of the order of 2.5 microns are suffi-

in the arcs [14]. Cha.nges in a.rc orbit are

with the Compton

time history

of polarization

of the width

of the distribution

pola.rimeter.

Figure 6 shows the

measured for each 2 detected by SLD. The majority
is attributed

to polarization

drift due to changing

machine conditions.
2.5 BEAM DEPOLARIZATION
The amount
measurements

of beam depolarization

from source to IP can be checked with

ma.de by the two pola.rimeters.

surements were made with both straight-ahead
and also with beam through
taken with damped beam.
components

The Lina.c Moller Polarimeter

mea-

bea.m bypassing the damping rings,

the damping ring. Most of the Linac hlsller
In this configura.tion,

the unit polarization

data. was
vector had

Ijy = 0.277, and sZ = 0.781 in the Linac.

& = -0.56,

From the 1992 Mprller data it wa.s found that:
as measured for beam that goes directly

1. P, = 27.1*0.8%(stat.)fl.5%(syst.),

from the source to the Mprller polarimeter
with measurements
scattering
wavelength

of P, = 28 f l%(syst.)

polarimeter

ma,de in the lab using a. Mott

and the same type of bulk GaAs source aad a la.ser

of 715 nm [15].
f or b eam tl1a.t. sta.ys in the damping

2. P, = 25.9 f l.O%(stat.)fl.5%(syst.)
ring for one machine
spin polarization
consistent

at the end of the Linac. is consistent

cycle (8.3 ms).

The ratio

for damped vs. undamped

bet’ween the 1ongitudina.l

beam is 0.956 f 0.05, which is

with a. factor of 0.95 for the spin transmission

of the damping ring,

.-and a factor of 0.97 for the fact that the RTL can not fully rotate t,he spin
into the longitudinal

direction

a.t 1.16 GeV.
13

If we assume a source polarization
larization

of 2S%, we expect that t,lie masimum

observable near the e+e- interaction

have assumed a 0.95 spin transmission
energy mismatch,
.-

through

po-

point should be about 25.3% We
the damping ring due to the LTR

and another 0.95 spin transmission

in the North Arc due to the

beam energy spread.
Compton

Polarimeter

measurements

an average beam polarization
vagaries of the SLC North

averaged over the bull; of the run showed

of 22.4%.

Arc orbit.

This final factor

of O.&S is due to the

Indeed, on several occa.sions high polariza-

tion (over 25%) was measured near the E+E.- intera.ction point.. I.;nfort.una.tely,
machine state that lead to the highest polariza.tions
and stable running
for future running

at the highest polarizations

wa.s difficult

at the SLC, that the spin dynamics of t.he Nort.11 Asc be underso tha.t the ma.ximum longitudinal

delivered to the interaction

point.

3; M&.suring

the Left-Right

We measure ALR by counting
each of the two longitudinal

ry

polarization

states of the elect’ron beam. The measurebut. does not require

detector accept’ance, 01’&icienc\,

[16].

Measurements

polarization

(A ~~~~ton), the photon
power ((A))

can be

ha.dronic aad 7 + T - deca1.s
. of the 2 boson for

knowledge of the absolute luminosity,

beam

polarization

Asynmlet

ment requires knowledge of the absolute beam pola.rization,

The

t.o cha.ra.cterize,

wa.s not achieved. It, is of interest,

stood, at least empirically,

3.0.1 Polarization

the

is related

to the measured

C’ompt,on a.symmetry

(P?), and the polarimet.er

beam pola.rization

analyzing

by

P, =

A meas
Complon
%

(4

(12)
*

A@ channel in either of the two electron detectors with large ana.lyzing power
.can be used to measure the beam polarization, assuming t.hat the analyzing power
14

for that channel is well understood.
far, have been made with
channels of the Cerenkov

the two highest analyzing
detector.

trons in the energy intervals
average Compton

The beam polariza,tion

scattering

measurements,

power (sixth

thus

a.nd seventh)

The sixth and seventh channels detect elec-

18.4-19.6 GeV and 17.3-18.4 Ge\y, respectively.
asymmetries

O-6154 and 0.7027, respectively.

(analyzing

The

powers) for these intervals are

The channel-by-chamlel

polarization

asymmetry

as measured by the Cerenkov detector is shown in Fig. 7. The mean electron energy E for each channel includes a small correction for showering in the pre-ra.diator
and channel walls.
determined

The detector

from measurements

zero-asymmetry
continuous

point.

position

and spectrometer

of the minimum

The theoretical

electron

asymmetry

momentum

scale are

energy point

and the

function

line in the figure, with absolute normaliza.tion

.+I(E,) is shown as a

adjusted to provide the

best fit to the data [17].
Limits

have been placed on systematic

totube/ADC

detection

system, stability

and biases in the measurement

at the Compton
larizer was rotated

sities recorded with

point

photon polarization

A determination

and minimum

The circular

=

izatbn
that

at
affect

.4 pla,ne po-

transmit,ted

inten-

pola.riza t.ion is ca.lculat ed using

values, we measure a photon pola.riza.tion of 93f2%.

of the absolute electron beam helicity

total

SPe/s

The laser beam polariza-

both before and after the run.

known cross section difference between the J=l/2
The

error

the run and was mea.sured directly

in the beam a.nd maximum
a photodiode.

cross t.alk,

The t.ot.al systematic

to be 1.8% [l’i].

throughout

electronic

Im;n + Ima,)- F rom the direct mea.suren1ent.s and the spread in

Py = 2&ZZL,,l(
monitored

continuously

interaction

of ‘the calibra.tion,

of the background.

arising from these sources is estimated
tion was monitored

effects such a.s t.he linearit,y of the pho-

systematic
2.7%,

the

error

domina.ted

Compton

the polarization

wa.s ma.de by exploiting

and J=3/2

on

the

measurement

by

the

error

interaction

point.

measurement
15

on
The

3’~~ interactions
is

the

estima.ted

s?-stematic

are summarized

[lS].
to

la.ser beam

the

be

pola,r-

uncertainties

in Table

II

[19].

Table II
‘olarization

Measurement Systematic

Laser Polarization
Spectrometer

2%

Calibration

0.4%

Detector Linearity
Interchannel
Electronic

Uncertainties

1.5%

Consistency

0.9%

Noise Correction

0.4%

Total

2.7?%

We have performed a number of checks of the pola.riza.tion mea.surement. The
polarimeter

measures the electron sca.ttering ra.te for two helicit!. states each of elec-

trons and photons.

We therefore measure two independent nonzero a.symmetries

and two independent null asymmetries.

We verified tha.t the nonzero asymmetries

.. are consistent, and that the null asymmetries
An additional

systematic

the electron-photon
beam polarization

error would arise if the average beam polarization

crossing point differed from the luminosity,-n:eigllt,e~l

at

a.vera.ge

at the eSe- intera.ction point. We ha.ve investigat’ed phase spa.ce

and beam transport
the interaction

are consisteut with zero.

effects, depolariza.tion

caused by beam-beam int,era,c.tions a.t

point [20], and an effect caused by the possible qTstema.tic devia-

tion of the luminosity-weighted

mean beam energy from the a\.erage beam energy

[21]. All of th ese effects cause fractional

polariza.tion differences t,ha.t. are smaller

than 0.1%.
The polarimeter

provides a beam polarization

The time history of polarization

measurement every few minutes.

measurements associated with Z events is shown

in Fig. 6. The average beam polarization

for this set of 2 dat,a is 22.4&0.6%(syst.).

ii
..
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3.1 Z EVENT SELECTION
The e+e- collisions are measured by the SLD detector
ment, the triggering

[22]. For this measure-

of the SLD and the selection of 2 events were ba.sed solely on

calorimetry.
.-

- The liquid argon calorimeter

(LAC)

1231,w h ic h covers 9S’% of the full solid an-

gle, is segmented in depth into two electromagnetic
(2.8 X for the entire LAC)
projective

sections, each of which is transversely

towers of constant

the first electromagnetic
The calorimetric

section).

analysis must distinguish

categories:

segmented into

solid angle (there are a. total of + 17,000 t,owers in

that are Unique to the operation
two major

(21 X0 total) and two hadronic

2 event,s from severa. ba.ckgrounds

of a. linear collider.

those due to low-energy

The backgrounds

fa.11int,o

electrons a.ncl phot.ons that sca.t-

ter from various beamline elements and apertures,

and t,hose due to high-energy

_. muons that traverse the detector parallel to the beam a.sis (due to the low a.verage
current in the SLC, backgrounds
beamline

are negligible).

characterized

caused by beam collisions with residual gas in the

The beam-related

backgrounds

are

by small amounts of energy in a large number of towers pa.ra.llel to the

beam. In order to suppress these backgrounds,
required to satisfy a combination
longitudinally
tower.

in the calorimeters

of threshold

localized energy deposition

Each candidate

the 40,000 total),
iron calorimeter

all towers used in the analysis are
cuts and crit.eria tl1a.t select against

in a combined elect.roma.gnetic-ha.dronic

event must contain fewer than 3000 xcepted

t,owers (of

and the total energy observed in the endca.p region of the warm
(WIC)

[24] w h ere beam backgrounds

are la.rge, must, be less than

12 GeV. All events are required to satisfy a. set of selection crit,eria, based on total
visible energy (at least 20 GeV in the LAC) and energy balance.
We estimate

that the combined efficiency of the trigger and selection criteria

is (90f2)%
for hadronic 2 decays and about 30% for ta.u pairs. Beca.use the event
&selection is calorimeter based, muon pairs a.re not included in our sample. We
compare this selection procedure

with one based dn tra.cking information,

and a.

Monte Carlo simulation.
-related background

From these studies, we estima.te that the residual beam-

in the 2 sample is less than 0.7%. The contribution

of two-

photon processes to the 2 sample has been estimated by a, Monte Carlo simulation
-.

to be less than 0.1%.

Final state eSe- events are explicitly

presence of the t-channel

._

photon

eSe- background

procedure

in the 2 sample is approximately

The sign of the electron beam helicity

with triggered

which searches for large and highly

in the electromagnetic

system via two redundant

the value of ALR.

exchange subprocess dilutes

W& apply an e+ e - identification
localized energy deposition

removed, since the

section of the LAC. The residua.l
0.7%.

is supplied to the SLD da.ta acquisition

data pa.ths. The syncl;ronization

of the helicity

signa.ls

and logged events was verified on several occasions.

3.2 RESULTS
A total

of 10,224 2 events satisfy the selection criteria.

of the events were produced

with

produced with the right-handed
The measured left-right

A,

cross section a.symmetry for 2 production

= (2.23 f 0.99) x lo-‘-).

only. The mea.sured asymmetq~ is rela.ted to ALR by

1
Am fb -t Af&b
Pe

where Pe is the luminosity-weighted

E; a’(E)

is

expression which is accurate to first order in the correction

Am
A LR=-.+Pe

ground&action,

electron 1~ea.mand -1.99s were

beam.

= (5226 - 4998)/10224

where the error is statistical
the following

the left-handed

M:e find that 5,226

a(E)

and AL are respectively

average beam polarization,

is the unpolarized

is th e d erivative

J(E)
- E -AE-A,-AL
4E)

terms:

1
,

.fb is

(13)

t,he back-

2 cross section a.t cent.er-of-mass energy

of the cross section with respect to E:. and Ap, AE, AE,
the left-right

a.symmetries of the beam polarization,
18

the

center-of-mass
integrated

energy, the product

[25]. Th e correction

luminosity

is less than 3.1~10~~.
.-

of detector

x 10R3, resulting

asymmetry

would give rise to a left-right

the accelerator.

to A,

The polarization

Ap = -2.9

to A,

for background

asymmetry

is (1.7f0.6)

current

asymmetry

left-right

luminosity

of the beams emitted

a.symmetry,

a.symmetry

Bhabha

scattering

metry

with

in the acceptance
the luminosity
(1.9f6.2)

xlO-3.

only by an

the LI:hlI system.

Of these,

electron beam and 12.X3

Since the left-right

beam.

a sample of 25,615

were

cross section asym-

Bhabha sca.ttering is expected to be small (-3 x lob4 . Pe

of the LUM

Bhabha

A, is negligible.

could be produced

events selected with

the right-handed

for small-angle

acceptance

by the polarized electron source. Such effects are

12,832 events. were produced with the left-handed
produced

of

we infer that

The SLD ha.s a symmetric

expected to be quite small [8]. W e verify this by examining
small-angle

beam current

\.ia beam-loading

in polar angle [16] which implies that the efficiency asymmetry
A significant

contamination

A left-right

energy asymmetry

x 10 -‘.

and the

is direct,ly measured to be

in a negligible correction.

Using the measured left-right

the AE correction

acceptance and efficiency,

detector),

the left-right,

asymmetry

events is a. direct measure of AL.

A more precise determina.tion

of

formed from

WP measure AL to be

AL follo\vs f’ronl a study of t,he

three parameters of the electron beam (all defined a.t t.he int,eract.ion point.) tl1a.t determine the SLC luminosity:

the beam current, the electron-positron

and the beam size (the beam is approximately
measured directly.

Beam size is not measured directly

flux of beamstrahlung
action point.

round).

The first two yua.ntities are
but can be inferred from the

photons produced by beam-bea.m int,eractions

By measuring

the left-right

asymmetries

beam offset,

a.t the inter-

of ea.& of these qua.ntities,

we conclude that AL is (1.8&4.2)~10-~.
,ia- Since all corrections

listed in Eq. (13) are consistent with zero or a.re extremely

small, we do not apply them to A,,

but include them in t,he syst.ema.tic uncerta.inty

on ALR.
19

The luminosity-weighted
of the beam polarization

average polarization

is estimated,

from mea.surements

made when valid 2 events are recorded, to he:

Pe = &

g

pi = (22.4 f O-7)%9

c=l

where Nz is the total
.-

tient

number

of 2 events and Pi is the polarization

measure-

associated in time with the jth event. The error on Pe is dominated

systematic

uncertainty

asymmetry

to be

on the polarization

A LR
The systematic

= $0.100

We find the left-right

f 0.044(sta.t.) f O.OOd(s\xt.).

e

error is dominated

but contains contributions

measurement.

by the

by the error of the pola.riza.tion determination,

from the uncertainties

in fb and AL (see Table III).

Table III
ALR Systema.tic Uncertainties
Polarization

Uncertainty

2.i%

Luminosity

Asymmetry

1.9%

Fraction

1.4%

Background

I
We use this measurement
troweak mixing

parameter

13.6% 1

Tota.

to derive the following

value for the effecti1.e elec-

[26]:

sin2 6% = 0.2378 f O.O056(stat.) f 0.0005( syst .),
where we have corrected the result to account for the devia.tion of the SLC centerof-mass energy from the Z-pole energy and for initia,l stat)e radia.tion
results are consistent
forwtid-backward

with recent measurements

asymmetries

of 7 polarization

[2i].

These

a.nd the leptonic

made by the LEP experiment.s [28.31]. A compar-

ison’*with some recent LEP measurements
20

is shown in Fig. 8.

4. Conclusions
The success of the first SLD physics run was highlighted

by the first running

of polarized beam in the SLC. By exploiting

the polarized beam a.t SLC, we have

demonstrated

powerful,

the use of a new, statistically

and systematica.lly

precise

technique for testing the Standard Model.
The most dramatic
comparison

indication

of the strength

of the method

with recent LEP results shown in Fig. 8. With

number of events, lo4 for SLD vs. lo6 per LEP experiment,
make a competitive
anticipated

is seen in the

a comparatively

small

we a.re already able to

measurement of the weak mixing angle. Fut.hermore, with the

rise in beam polarization

and luminosity

in 19913(polarization

greater

than 40%, 40-60 thousand 2 bosons), we expect to make a high precision mea.surement of sin2 eeff
w in the near future.
as a function

of the integrated

Figure 9 shows the expected error on sin2 4;

number of 2 bosons in our extent sample. With our

present average beam polarization,

mea.surements of sin’ 19$ with errors cy 0.001

are possible only wit-h a fairly substantial
figure shows, the situation

increase in machine luminosity.

improves dramatically

If new high polarization

strained lattice

full beam current at the proper wavelength,

with higher beam polarization.

cathodes [32] ~a.11be ma.de t,o deliver
we ca.n a.nticipate SO% polariza.tion

the source, as opposed to the 28% seen in 1992. With
beam polarization,

As the

a.t

this degree of longitudinal

w < 0.001 mea.surement is possible wit,11 the 50,000 Z
a S sin2 19~~

bosons expected in 1993 [33].
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FIGURE

CAPTIONS

1) The Layout of the SLC emphasizing

polarization.

The orientation

of the

electron spin vector is shown by the double arrow.
2) The Layout of the Linac Mtiller Polarimeter.
- 3) A diagram of the Compton
4) The first

measurements

interaction
only,the

Polarimeter.

of longitudinal

point as a function

beam polarization

combination

of beam energy. Using the R,TL spin rotator

did not pea.k at the espect.ed energy.

of RTL and LINAC

at the e+e- interaction

beam pola.rizat,ion near the eSe-

Using a

spin rota.tbrs, the longit.udinal polarization

point can be maximized.

5) A scan of SLC launch angle and position show the strong effect on the degree
of longitudinal

polarization

6) Beam polarization
7) The polarization
detector.
function

observed near the eSe- intera.ct,ion point.

measurements for each 2 selected 1)~.the SLD detector.
asymmetry

measured by seven channels of the Cerenkov

The solid line represents the best fit of the t,heoretical a.symmetry
to the data.

8) A comparison

of our recent measurement of ALR t,o compa.rable LEP elec-

troweak measurements.
9) The expected error on sin2 Oe$ as a function
2 bosons in our event sample.

of the int.egrat,ed number of

Curves are shown for beam pola.rization

measured in 1992, and for future high polariza.tion.
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